
*Note: These notes are rough
1. Develop an app that can be used in class, used to collect data for tracking trip for cars or

walking collect GPS, location, speed, timing for analysis
a. Used for the classroom, 30-40 students in the fall semester. Study the origin,

destination, so students can see the different paths that people take.
b. Any additional data points? Track the email and name for submission, timestamp

about every one second (later specified to be shorter than a second).
c. Definitely have a form that can fill out ahead of time
d. Any information displayed after the event? Something to say they finished the trip

and the summary of the data that was uploaded.
e. How should the app be maintained after the fact? Maybe somebody can teach

him how to maintain the app as well as him working with Dr. Pastel on
maintaining the app.

f. Any particular need for testing? Test different modes, (e.x. Walk mode) most
used mode is driving. Testing to show different paths and timing for each path.

g. Any particular thoughts about design? Previous app, only recorded starting and
ending point, did not get paths (he wants paths). No design preference but we
should provide options for him to look at as well as him thinking of designs.

h. He wants to download data (CSV).
i. What does he foresee as the device for tracking? He wants to collect speed.

Phone is going to be the gps device collecting data.
j. High frequency, (10th or 20th of a second). Expects 0.1 second, depends on

signal issue, gps. If the data is lost, it’s lost. Maybe a selection for app users to
select frequency

k. How many pages are you expecting, (we know of 3, start, end, upload) Maybe
show the map of the car moving, select the paths when starting?

l. We can use json, the users, (civil eng) are not used to json files. Easier to use
csv for the students. Internally we can use json.

m. Any additional tracking? (name, email, address, male, female, mode. He will give
us a list of general purposes for the user to select.

n. Any design choices that would benefit? UX type style? Upload to the cloud for
him to use, show the app is collecting the data. For his end, if we can give him
admin access to download data from the cloud server from the students.
Selection from server to download data, (timestamp, (Year, Month, Day).

o. How many sets of user permissions are you planning on? We expect a
moderator(scientist), user(student). Grad student would be in the moderator
permission set.

p. General notes: He uses these apps every semester, currently using 3 different
apps. Send him an email for contact. He is currently remote so we have to
schedule remote meetings.


